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Political story makes the grade
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would like to commend U. Magazine's article on
een Latifah by Rob Hooper [January/February
H\. It is rare that one sees such an insightful and
nanizing portrayal of an African-American woman in
tationally published magazine. While that was
reshing, it would also be refreshing to see a humanizportrayal of an African-American man in your magne even' once in a while.
This is not a matter of political correctness, but
her a matter of equity. Amiri Kudura Barksdale,
jhomore, Dartmouth College *•}»■

Political story deserves an "F"

toff your cyberhorse
am writing to address a letter to the editor written
John Patrick in the January/February issue of U.
igazine. I am a fellow cyberenthusiast who "jumped
the bandwagon" a little over a year ago. I wonder,
I "old" enough in cyberyears to share your precious
nain? Your attitude, Mr. Patrick, is elitist and annov. I look forward to an increase in users of this elee-reality. As user load increases, the demand for faster
tcessors will be met.
Cyberspace is going to grow until everyone has
:ess, whether you like it or not. Joshua Bradshaw,
homorc, Wichita State U. ■«(*

Worthwhile spring break
t's so refreshing to see that there are some college
dents who will devote their spring break time to
nething other than booze, parties and the beach
Jiving Others A Break," January/February I994J; who
nt to take the time to give to someone less fortunate
1 maybe learn something valuable in return. This artibrought the necessity for volunteers to my attention
d showed that one person really can make a differed Krista A. Coyne, junior, Indiana U. of Pa.«h

I was very informed about the political parties presented in your story, "Who Makes the Grade?" I thank
you for doing what so many journalists think comes last,
informing the public. The parties presented were very
interesting and I now have some ideas of what is available for me in the political spectrum.
Again, thank you and continue the solid reporting.
Joee Medina, freshman, New Mexico State U. <4*

Jeff Wilson.

77M

Daily Orange, Syracuse U.

Give us a break
Your stories about spring break only give the impression that all college students want to do is get a tan,
spend money, get laid and drink alcohol to excess. I do
know that you did spend half a page on volunteering
over spring break, but it was overshadowed by the
remaining two and a half pages on a "typical" spring
break. Why don't you treat college students as something other than overgrown kids? Julie Harry, graduate, U. of Oklahoma ♦»
How dare you print in your rag that students seeking
a low budget spring break stay in homeless shelters
|"IIow To Break Broke"). To suggest that party-seeking breakers save money by leeching onto a shelter is no
laughing matter. It may be possible that Mr. Kaiser is
unfamiliar with the plight of the homeless, but this is
not an excuse. The majority of homeless shelters are
strapped as it is. If the only option one has in ensuring
their vacation is to take the food from those without,
maybe no home is the best place for you. George L.
Fillar, senior, Wayne State U.

L. Magazine's January/February article on national
political groups reminds me of I Hilary (Clinton's health
care commission: a bunch of liberal-leaning paperpushers, meeting in secret, presuming] to judge its
subjects alter a few interviews and inquiries. Who
decided what groups deserved an "A" and which merited a "D"? Nothing was mentioned about the composition of this grading panel, and a partisan slant is certainly reflected in the results. I am deeply insulted by
your characterization of the College Republicans as
nothing more than a bunch of partisan whiners. With
our national leadership, this organization is committed
to student activism and democratic ideals. Perhaps that
attitude of greater openness and fairness should be
extended to the news division at U. Magazine. David
Marks, junior, College Republicans president, U.
of Maryland

Reality Bites doesn't need to define us
So Reality Bites isn't the defining film of Generation
X, and neither was Singles or Slackers ["You talking
'Bout My Generation?" March 1994]. Who cares?
Why does anv generation need a movie to define itself?
The reason nobody's made a defining movie about
our generation is that it can't be done. Stop trying.
John J. McGurk, senior, Indiana U. of
Pennsylvania
COVER PHOTO RANDY BLOOMFIELD BROOKS INST OF PHOTOGRAPHY
CLOTHING PROVIDED BY MITCH'S SURF SHOP & CATWALK
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Opinion Poll
PREVIOUS POLL RESULTS

Do you feel safe on
campus?

"Yes, because we have security guards
at are around at all times, and even
ough we recently had a sh(x>ting on our
mpus, they have increased the security
mendously." V'annessa Ford, senior,
rfolk State U.
"I live in the dorms and during the day
e campus is very safe but [not] in the
ening. If I need to go to the library or
e parking lot, I have to use the escort
.1994

service or bring my Mace." Wendy
Balka, sophomore, U. of Massachusetts, Lowell
"Yes. I might be biased because I work
as a dispatcher for the UCLA police
department. I think that though we live in
[Los Angeles] and people think it's very
dangerous, the campus is very safe thanks
to the department of community safety,
which escorts women to their cars every
day of the year until 1 a.m." Selby
Arsena, senior, UCLA
"No, I don't feel safe on campus. I
don't teel our universities are being honest with us about incidences of sexual
assault. I think they're trying to protect
the victims, but in doing so they're
putting the rest ot us in jeopardy."
Kimberly Humphreys, junior, U. of
North Colorado

"I feel very safe upon my campus, but
as soon as I step off I get really scared and
I notice where 1 am and start looking
behind my back a lot, because it's a dangerous area. But on campus it's absolutely
sate." Charles Chao, sophomore, U. of
Southern California
"Yes, but that's because I'm a male. I
think females probably have a tendency to
feel unsafe on campus because of the
police reports that thev read in our local
paper." Phillip Kraft, sophomore, U. of
Arizona
"No, as an openly gay man I do not feel
safe. One in four gay men are physically
bashed. Although I am big enough to take
care ot myself, my grandmother ot all
people bought me a stun gun just in case."
Steven Collingsworth Jr., graduate student, The Ohio State U.

■iiiM.'MiiiiH-mMEa

Should marijuana
be legalized?
(800)6U-VIEWSext.64
"The U -Views Opinion Poll is a sampling ot comments from
college students across the country The toll-tree 'lumber
invites responses to questions posed to students each nonm
in the pages ot U The poll is not scientific, and percentage
are tigureo on verbal responses received each morh
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l'.. with an audience of 6.5 million, is the rmisi widely read1 interactive lifestyle and entertainment matta/anc among IK- to H-ycar-old
ciillege-educated adults, hditnnal content NKUSCS on the diverse
interests, activities, attitudes and concerns of students attending
four-vear collects and universuies. t'.'s editonal fellows, selected
each year from top graduating seniors, read campus newspapers,
commission articles ami photoyraphv hv the best student imimjlisis,
and maintain an ongoing dia!<igue via the Interne! and L .-\ lews
line with students at hundreds of campuses nationwide.
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From campuses nationwide

Sumo wrestlers bump big bellies for beer
Two really large women
wearing blue Lite beer diapers
eye each other savagely from
opposite sides of the mat, as
the ponytailed announcer
moves into the ring.
"Ladies aninind gentlemen —
let's get ready to ruummbblle!"
No, this isn't the World
Wrestling
Federation's
"Ladies' Xight" super heavyweight championship.
It's Sumo Wrestling Xight
at CatorMeisters (a Gainesville bar) where every Wednesday students compete at
the ancient Japanese sport of "I must break you." Get fat get wrinkly
belly bumping tor a tree bar
tab while sucking down all the quarter beers they can swallow.
Two petite women, representing the U. of Florida and
Santa Fe Community College, have strapped themselves
into heavily padded, flesh-tone "fat suits," put on blackhaired helmet wigs, cast disparaging remarks at each other
and become Gainesville's first sumo wrestlers.
Want to settle that lingering dispute with your roommate
once and for all? 1 las your date been acting like a put/.?
Then maybe a sound thrashing is the answer.
'It's the ultimate in body contact without having to wear a

Lost serpent
on the Gogh
A three-week crisis sent
shock waves across the U. of
Florida, when a hungry' fugitive took the campus television studios hostage. Students
referred to the escapee as a
"snake." Authorities called
him Van Ciogh.
"Van Gogh is still at large in
our building," warned Ralph
Lowenstein, dean of the
College of Journalism and
Communications, during the
height of the crisis. "We're
still waiting to see if any of
our smaller students disappear
to help us determine his
whereabouts."
Van (iogh, a two-foot baby
Colombian boa constrictor,
escaped from its owner,
sophomore Jennifer Stanton,
when she was working in the
building during winter break.
"She was very lonely, so she
brought her 8-month-old boa
constrictor with her," said
Lowenstein. "While she was
out of the office for a minute.
Van Gogh disappeared."
4 • U. Magazine

condom," says Maddy Stoe
co-owner of the nightcli
"It's sate and you get a chan
to beat your opponent senless. It's the up-and-comi
thing to do in bars now."
But just as it was soi
2,000 years ago, the compe
tion can get intense.
"Xo four-year degree neel
ed to beat any UF studen
says Stephanie Underwood
21-year-old SFCC stude
who bested her Florida opp
nent. "Mom, be proud!"
Rules sanction just alx

any

method

ol

attac

although running lull spe

into a head-on collisic
seems to work best. Then,
course, there's the obligati
full body slam onto the unfortunate losers, who can do I
tie but lie there whimpering like turtles stuck on th
backs on the interstate.
Naturally, the owners require that contestants sign
release before competing, stating that they are willing
look like pancakes for the rest ot the semester.
But even that fails to deter students.
"Every Gator has gotta try this," says Florida sent
Ricky Valen/.ucla. "It's the best way around to beat
hell out of your friends without getting injured." ■ Pa
Fox, Independent Florida Alligator, U. of Florida

and pummel your sumo opponent.

Three weeks later, Stanton
was preparing to shut down
the power in the master control room of Weimer Hall
when she found the beige reptile huddled in the same room
where he first escaped. I he
crisis had come full circle.
Stanton explained that her
surrogate snake-child was
stressed out from shedding his
skin and probably from malnutrition too.
"He gets an attitude [when
he sheds]," Stanton said, affectionately stroking the halfpound snake. "He didn't want
to leave. He was comfortable."
Telecommunications Chairman Gerald Smeyak said he
was disappointed that the boa
constrictor was discovered so
quickly, especially since it
meant the end of Dean
Lowenstein's periodic snakeupdates.
"I'm a little saddened that
they found him," Smeyak said.
"Just think if in 10 years students were still talking about a
snake that roams the halls of
Weimer, occasionally picking
off a student." ■ Megan
Palmer, Independent Florida
Alligator, U. of Florida

Nerds fight the power

With pockets protected, pants hiked up and glassj
es taped, nerds tall prey to quick judgments Iron
passers-by. But thanks to Randall Osborne, a sell
proclaimed nerd who teaches psychology at Indian;
U. Fast, traditional views toward nerdness may
changing.
Osborne uses the recurrent theme ot the nerd ir
his "Seminar on Self Concept and Selt-Ksteem"
class, and uses his own textbook, .1 Word From tin
Nerd, to examine the development of self-esteem
and ways to improve it.
"Nerdness, as any nerd can tell you, is not something that comes and goes," he writes in his book.
"It is a potentially debilitating ailment and must be
treated as such."
Proof of nerdness is not necessary to enroll in the
course, and students include jocks and housewives
as well as psychology students. Osborne often uses
role-playing, demonstrations and humor to get his
message across, despite what he calls the seriousness of his subject.
If they take nothing else away from the class, students will at least remember Osborne's nerd theme,
a call-to-arms for nerds everywhere. Printed in tht
back of his book, it reads:
Nads the world over rejoice 'bout who you are/ Am
sing your praises nerywhere both close to home and fari
History reveals your wisdom and success rings true ant
loud;/ Tell the world around you, of your nerdness yoi
are quite proud. ■ Robyn Hoit/man. Indiana Daily
Student, Indiana U.
APRIL1!

Freshman binges
for big bucks
Going to the cafeteria with Orie [to
^an be quite a spectator event.
A recent dinner with the Williams
Baptist College freshman demonstratd what friends call her "very large
tomach." In a mere half an hour, the
1-year-old consumed half a chicken,
hree plates of spaghetti, a bowl of
!ocoa Puffs mixed with Special K, a
erving of green beans, a salad, an ice
ream cone and a glass of iced tea. (Ito
lso mentions that an hour earlier, she
te a large hamburger at a fast-food
estaurant.)
Most people with this propensity for
mating would be worried about the
reshman 1,500. But for this 4-foot1-inch, 105-pound student, eating is
lot only guiltless — it's profitable.
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J*^One Ito demonstrates her digestive prowess.

Ito's voluminous appetite has won her
more than $5,000 — plus prizes.
Strangely, Ito doesn't think her
appetite is all that extraordinary.
"Everyone else thinks it's a bigger deal
[than I do]," she says.

At 19, Ito started entering contests
in Japan and reigned undefeated for
almost two years. She came to
America to study in 1993, and last
October, Ito competed in a hot dogeating contest in New York. Ito faced
down Mike Devito, a 200-pound New
Yorker, and lost by a mere two hot
dogs. (She says the hot dog buns were
too filling to make for good contest
results.) She did, however, down 16
dogs in 30 minutes and take home
$500 for her digestive feat.
Unfortunately, Ito says that she's
retiring from contests because she is
getting older and not able to eat as
much as she once did. After buying a
motorcycle with her winnings, she has
settled down to her studies, eating for
sustenance and recreation only.
Ito did mention, however, that "If
the money was big enough, retirement
would end." ■ Marabeth L. LeDuc,
The Torch, Williams Baptist College

Green Corps turns graduates into environmental leaders
Three years ago, Parker Blackmail
>as green. He was developing an
nterest in the environment, but didn't
lave a lot of experience in the field.
Then the 1990 graduate of Stanford
J. found out about Green Corps.
^Jow, after graduating from the corps,
e's working for the U.S. Public
nterest Research Group.
Green Corps, an environmental field
chool founded in 1990, trains recent
ollege graduates to work toward
mproving the environment.
"What college graduates find is that
hey don't have the skills to work with
nvironmental groups. Green Corps
ries to fill that gap — we are seeking
o train the next generation of environmental leaders," says Kelly Wark,
[Jreen Corps' lead organizer.
Each year, Green Corps receives
jbout 1,000 applications for 20 one/ear positions. After a month of class-

room instruction, corps members are
placed in field training at sites across
the country, where they work on various environmental campaigns. As part
ot the campaigns, they meet with
members ot Congress, work with the
media and educate the community.
Last year's campaigns focused on
such issues as preservation of the
ancient forests and the reauthorization
of the Endangered Species Act. This
year they will also work on issues of
energy efficiency and lead paint poisoning.
"With more people educating, you
are one step ahead in motivating and
activating the public," Wark says.
Member Gregg Small, a 1992 graduate of Dickinson College in
Pennsylvania, says, "Environmental
issues are especially strong with young
people... but there is also tremendous
concern among citizens in general."

Research, poetry, music
- all in a Day's work
Why can't you be more like Carolyn

pay?
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Green Corps helps its graduates find
jobs by writing letters of recommendation and serving as a data base for
positions in the environmental field.
Some recent graduates have found jobs
with Greenpeace, the National
Wildlife Federation, the Sierra Club
and the Western Ancient Forest
Campaign.
To receive a Green Corps application, call (215) 829-1760 or (617) 4268506. ■ Yvette Cabrera, The
Occidental, Occidental College
Now 19, Day is tired of labels —
genius, intellect, child prodigy. "I'm a
normal person, a normal college student," says Day, a microbiology and history major.
She has been interested in microbiology since her father, a microbiology professor at LSU, came to the university in
1979. But the early age at which she
began her research into pseudomonas
aeruginosa brought some skepticism from
her elders,
"A lot of kids are undervalued by
adults," she says. "Nobody's going to
take you seriously because of that stigma
attached. Creativity and initiative are sti-

When you were 13, refusing to mow the
awn and sitting too close to the television,
he Louisiana State U. sophomore began
esearching a potential treatment for an
nfection that kills most cystic fibrosis
>atients. At 17 she found it, and scientists
re studying her discovery in clinical tests.
"I was lucky in that I came to my
■esearch with little background knowledge
S
fled."
>n the subject," Day says. "So I didn't real- Carotyn Day is tired of being called a genius.
Day has opted to pursue a career in
ze I was moving in a direction that scienists, because of their previous findings, were saying would research instead of practicing medicine, and plans to earn a
doctorate of philosophy or a medical degree, and to "broadlot work."
In her spare time she gets around to cross-country run- en out" her research pursuits.
"I have the feeling that anyone can do what they want to
ling, Civil War re-enactments, antique book collecting,
inging professionally, playing guitar, reading a book each do," she says. "It just depends on whether you're interested.
You have to like what you do." "Jim Radosta, The
light and writing poetry.
Graphic, Pepperdine U.
"I absolutely detest being bored," she says.

Short Takes
& Updates
AND NEXT, "DOGS PLAYING POKER..."
UNIVERSITY PARK. PENN. - Wine and
cheese at the opening of Pennsylvania
State U.'s new art exhibit? Try Cheese
Whiz, Spam hors d'oeuvres and red dye
punch.
This was the menu for the black velvet
paintings exhibit, on display recently at
the Zoller Gallery. Titled "The Art We
Love to Hate," the exhibit included renderings of John Wayne, Elvis, family pets
and Jesus. "We had people in here who
had never been to the gallery before,"
says Cindi Morrison, gallery director.
As for the exhibit opening, Morrison
mentions, "We did have some fruit too.
We weren't totally bad."
COUCH POTATOES FOR HIRE
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA - The first
school of video game programming will
begin reviewing applicants in June for its
September opening. DigiPen Applied
Computer Graphics School will accept
high school graduates and/or college
students for its two-year program.
But the school is looking for more than
stoner Nintendo addicts — courses will
include algebra, algorithms, probability
and statistics.
DigiPen will review applicants on the
basis of an entrance exam, reference letters, grade transcripts and work experience. No mention was made of reviewing
their high scores in Mortal Kombat.
BLOWN OUT OF PROPORTION
HOUSTON. TEXAS - After finding what they
believed to be a bomb in an arts building,
the U. of Houston canceled classes and
called in a bomb squad. But they found
that the "bomb" was nothing more than a
discarded art project created for a sculpture class.
According to university spokesperson
Fran Howell, the creator was fulfilling an
assignment requiring the creation of a
tool. "He decided to do tools of a revolution as opposed to a hammer or something," Howell says.
The student was issued a student life
referral for the incident. "He had quite a
bit of contact with people in uniform as a
result of this," Howell says. "The police
want people to realize something like this
is taken very seriously."
HERE'S ONE FOR YOUR TRANSCRIPT
CORVALLtS. ORE. - Oregon State U.'s Food
Science and Technology department
offers an overview class titled "The
Maraschino Cherry," which will be "a
focal point for demonstrating the roles of
the many disciplines intrinsic to food science and technology." The class is worth
one credit and will meet 10 times.
Professor Ron Wrolstad comments:
"In the first day of class, we had two professors emeritus come and talk about the
history of the maraschino cherry and
how it developed. I think the students
were just awed to have these professors
there."
iMxtpap
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More Short Takes
HE'S NOT GOING TO TIKE IT ANYMORE!
NORMAN, OKLA. - Professor Robert
Shalhope has always brought his Civil
War musket to his history class at the U.
of Oklahoma. But he may think twice
about it from now on.
In February, after several people
reported seeing a man with a gun in
Shalhope's building, word got out that a
sniper was on campus. Shalhope was
unaware of the alarm until he returned
home. "I was at home watching Jay Leno
when [a newscaster] came on TV saying
there was a sniper in the building," he
says. The professor called off the alarm.
"I guess I should have realized as a
historian that times have changed and
people are a little more jumpy about guns
these days," he says.
CONTEST WINNER CRIES FOUL
TALLAHASSEE. FLA. - Florida State U. senior
Bill Dills could hardly believe it when he
sank what he thought was a half-court
shot for a promotional contest at a
December FSU basketball game.
But the biggest shock came when officials for the Tallahassee Ford/Powerade
Hoop and Holler Contest told Dills that he
would not receive the $10,000 prize.
Officials say a videotape shows that Dills
shot from in front of the half-court line.
Dills isn't sure if he was ahead of half
court, but he still thinks he's entitled to
the prize, and he's considering suing the
university and the car dealership. "[The
shot] was still about 44 feet away. It's not
like that's a shot even Michael Jordan can
hit regularly," Dills says.
PULLED OVER: The Oscar Mayer
Wienermobile, a 23-foot-long hot-dogon-wheels [U. Magazine, January/
February 1994], in Los Angeles for
allegedly failing to display a front license
plate. But no ticket was written, and
according to driver Chad Gretzema, the
policeman was mostly interested in getting a closer look at the mobile frank.
"We do get pulled over an average of
once or twice a month by officers who
just want to see the Wienermobile,"
Gretzema says. "They want wiener whistles or something."

Dressing for success:

local manufacturer Swee
Adelaide and investment
bankers Luther, Young am
Small, the group concocted]
their own brand of salac
dressing to be sold in loca
grocery stores. McMuller
projects
$100,000
toj
$150,000 in profits for tht
A new salad dressing goes
coming year.
on the market this month,
"We're learning how to runl
and if you buy some, you
a real business, and we're get
might help a high school stuting a real advantage ovei
dent go to college.
most other high school stu
It all started after the 1992
dents," says Mark Sarria,
senior at Crenshaw and chair-1
riots in Los Angeles, when a
couple of residents saw two High school students turn home-grown produce into scholarship money.
man of the company's boan
of directors. "We're stil
seemingly unrelated probsell their own produce. I heir goal was learning after school is over.'
lems they wanted to tackle.
Food From the Hood awards schol
"Youths in Los Angeles felt a lack of to give students a sense of achievement
arships to participants based on their
empowerment and a lack of owner- while earning money for college.
The first year, Food From the Hood academic achievements and theit
ship," says Melinda Mc.Mullen. "And
the city was suffering from a lack of sold 75 percent of the produce they efforts in the business. For those who
grew and gave 25 percent to the needy.
fall behind in the classroom, tutorim
fresh-grown food."
Mc.Mullen and her partner. Tammy Although they made a profit ot S600 and counseling are available.
"Sometimes I can't get these guysl
and fed 300 people, the money didn't
Bird, a biology teacher at Crenshaw
I ligh School in Los Angeles, set out to put a dent in the scholarship needs of out of the classroom," Bird say:
"They sec college as a reality." "Drew|
solve both problems with Food From inner-city students.
Then, with the help of West Coast vanF.sselstyn, The Breeze, James
the Hood, a program designed to
teach high school students to grow and salad dressing guru N'orris Bernstein, Madison U.

Students raise
produce and
college funds

Researchers defend use of
cadavers in auto crash tests
Before leaving your body to science, you may want to ask
what it will be used for.
At the U. of Virginia, the Medical College of Wisconsin
and Wayne State U. in Detroit, human cadavers donated
for "medical research" are used in crash tests to perfect
auto safety. And the families don't always know about it.
For the tests, cadavers are strapped onto metal sleds that
crash at speeds of around 35 mph.
"In order to build a [crash test] dummy, you need the
data to make one," says Albert King, director of the
Wayne State Biomedical Engineering Center. King views
the tests he conducts as legitimate and necessary.
For every test done with a cadaver, hundreds of computer simulations and dummy tests are performed, says U. of
Virginia Public Relations Director Louise Dudley.
Nonetheless, these tests caused some controversy after

the Roman Catholic German Bishops' Conference protested the crash research at Heidelberg U. in Germany.
"It's no different than any other testing. It's far more
destructive to dissect a body one strand at a time as in
anatomy classes," King says.
But there has been some question as to whether families
should know what the bodies are used for. Each of the
American universities has handled this issue differently.
At the U. of Virginia, Dudley says, "If a particular cadaver is suitable, the people in our lab contact the family to
tell them specifically what it will be used for."
At Wisconsin and Wayne State, families are only
informed of the specific use if they ask. Wisconsin lists this
research in its informational brochure on the anatomical
gift registry.
As a result of these tests, not only have more realistic
dummies been designed, but better seat belts, interiors, air
bags and other safety devices have emerged.
According to King, "It's the only injury prevention
methodology that's really working." ■ Liz Washburn,
Daily Trojan, U. of Southern California

Students trip back home fit for a king
RETROGRADE
U. Magazine wishes to correct information in its
story "Who Makes the Grade?" [January/February
1994].
Ltid...*r Lnvt: The membership grade was
raised from a C to a B, as Lead...or Leave has 180
campus and community chapters, not 100 as was
originally stated.
The funding source grade was raised from a C
to a B; with the exception of a $12,000 donation
from Ross Perot, Lead...or Leave has taken no
money from politicians or political groups.
The level of activity grade was raised from a C
to a B. Therefore, the overall GPA was raised from
a C+ to a B-.
Third Millennium: Since Third Millennium takes
only private, non-politically affiliated donations,
their funding grade was raised from a B to an A.
Therefore, their overall GPA was raised from a CtoaC.
U. regrets the errors.
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When Emory U. doctoral student
Anthony Ephirim-Donkor went to
visit his mother in Ghana last fall, he
got an unexpectedly enthusiastic welcome.
Ephirim-Donkor was in his mother's
home when it was surrounded and
seized by the locals. They paraded him
through the town and took him to a
secret location, where they placed him
on a throne three times, symbolizing
he had become king of Gomoa
Mprumem, a small farming community of about 1,000 people.
Being crowned king has always been
a possibility for Ephirim-Donkor,
whose royal name is Nana Obrafo
Owam X, because he's from a royal
family. But, he says, "I've been trying

to avoid it for years because it takes
away personal freedom."
As king, Ephirim-Donkor will be
expected to observe certain rituals. I le
must never walk alone or speak to an
individual in public, he must always
use an interpreter, and when outside
he must never allow his bare feet to
touch the ground.
"When a vacancy occurs," EphirimDonkor explains, "the queen mother
and the elders of the community come
together to find who is the best candidate from the royal family. They then
get input on the candidate from the
people." Being seized by the people is
the last step in the coronation.
Although he was hesitant about
becoming king, he plans to take his

position seriously. "It's a sacred
office," he says. "I am accountable to
those who made me a king and my
predecessors."
Ephirim-Donkor's responsibilities
range from making everyday decisions, such as deciding who can build
houses, to long-term planning, such as
implementing ideas for elementary
and secondary schools.
But for now, he has returned to the
United States, where he originally
came 11 years ago to become a minister, and he plans to stay and work here
indefinitely in the Methodist Church.
In his absence, Ephirim-Donkor says
he has entrusted elders in Gomoa
Mprumem with his kingly responsibilities.
"I will go home when I have to go
home," he says. ■Marcy Lamm, The
Emory Wheel, Emory U.
VML1M4

WE CAN MAKE YOUR STUDENT LOAN DISAPPEAR.
It's not magic, it's the Army and Army Reserve's
I
Educational Loan Repayment Programs. If not in default,
federally insured college loans up to $55,000 can completely
disappear after three years of active Army service. The
amount and duration of repayment varies for Reservists.
Your college experience may allow you to enter the Army
at a higher rank and pay grade. And you may also qualify for
sophisticated skill training.
For more information, call 1-800-USA-ARMY, Ext. 439,
or mail in the coupon today.

YES, I'd like more information on the
ARMY EDUCATIONAL LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAMS
Z ACTIVE
~ RESERVE
SEND TO: Army Opportunities, P O. Box 3219
Warmmster, PA 18974
Name
Address.
City.
Phone.

. State.

• Zip.

. Birthday.

Circle last year of college completed
19
3
4
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Abortions added to
student insurance
Tina Cardinale is considering leaving
her university's health plan this fall
because of a $3 increase in her insurance
fees.
The extra money, of course, is not the
real issue. She is upset because the fee
increase will provide abortion coverage in
Northeastern U.'s student health plan. "I
would be opposed to paying for it even if
it was a nickel," says Cardinale, an MBA
student and a member of Northeastern
Students for Life.
Northeastern, Louisiana State U., the
U. of Florida and Florida State U. have
recently joined an increasing number of
schools which are expanding student
health insurance to include abortions.
Both moral and financial concerns have
surfaced as a result.
At Northeastern, for example, the
Women's Law Caucus spearheaded the
movement to offer students coverage for
elective abortions. The coverage began
last September, but the insurance fee
increases won't take place until this fall.
"We feel that it's part of reproductive
health care for women," says Susan
Cieutat, a third-year law student and a
member of the caucus. "The idea that a
woman should pay for it herself is a punitive attitude. We don't have that type of
attitude about other medical needs that
college students have."
But opponents at Northeastern object
to paying insurance fees for a procedure
they morally oppose. "It's not the amount
that bothers me, it's what it's for that
bothers me," Cardinale says. "Paying for
something that is in my mind the act of
committing murder, that's the problem."
The same coverage has been available
to faculty and staff for almost a decade. It
will cover up to $250 for an abortion,
which would be performed off campus.
According to Planned Parenthood, an
average abortion in the first trimester
ranges from $200 to $400.
Because of the moral significance of
abortion coverage, some schools have
made more insurance options available.
At Harvard, students who object to abortion can deduct the coverage from the
cost of the plan. At the U. of Florida, students have two options: a $96-a-year plan
which only covers basic infirmary services
or a $507 comprehensive plan which
includes up to $300 abortion coverage.
But for many colleges, no moral
debates are necessary; their schools can't
afford the added cost of elective abortion
coverage. At the U. of North Florida, for
example, only about 150 out of 9,000 students purchase the school's insurance
package, making the added coverage prohibitively expensive. ■ Kimberly
Chrisman, Tbe Stanford Daily,
Stanford U.
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The Mojave
Desert north of
Death Valley,
Calif., is not
your average
college town. There are
no bohemian hangouts,
no ivy-covered buildings and no football stadiums amidst the vast
desert and local wildlife
— it's not the kind of
place you'd expect to
find a prestigious
college.
But that's exactly what min- Deep Springs students Noah Hamm and Damon Rich help with the annual potato harvest
ing mogul Lucien L. Nunn
intended when he created
Deep Springs College in 1917.
This all-male school, located
on a ranch with monastic conditions, operates on Nunn's
vision of "removing the
nation's brightest males from
the temptations and distracBy Phillip W. Browne, The Daily Titan, California State U., Fullerton
tions of civilization and providing them with an abundance of heart."
members may stay a maximum of six.
It has been described as one of the nation's most unusual
First-year student Noah Hamm says Deep Springs places
academic experiments.
more of an emphasis on the learning process than other
Twenty-six mostly middle- and upper-middle-class mem- colleges. Recently, one of his teachers received a call from
bers of the nation's academic elite attend Deep Springs in
an alumnus who had moved on to an Ivy League school and
almost complete seclusion. The students possess a couple of complained that he couldn't get good grades unless he simradios and one television that doesn't work well, but they ply memorized material. "The problem the Deep Springs
have discussed getting rid of even those distractions.
alum was having was he was trying to learn too much,"
A strict isolation policy forbids students from leaving the
Hamm says. He compares that to the way Deep Springs
2,500 acre ranch while school is in session. Rarely, excep- students are encouraged to challenge ideas: "The learning
tions to the policy are granted. One student needed to have here doesn't stop. It's not just in classes."
his braces tightened every two weeks. Another wanted to
Pat O'Connor, dean of the college, says, "There is a cerattend Catholic Mass on Sundays. They were given permis- tain type of psychological consciousness which brings stusion, but only after the entire student body agreed.
dents here. Some want to be cowboys, some like the rural
atmosphere, some like the communitarian aspects ot the
Attendance at the two-year college is free — all acceptances come with full scholarships. The only requirements: campus — and some lust don't know exactly what attracts
exemplary academic achievement and a desire to transfer to them."
About one-third of Deep Springs' funding comes from an
an Ivy League school.
"There's no one thing that is attractive about this col- endowment of $4.5 million. The other two-thirds come
lege," says second-year student Hank Hancock. "The best from donations. "The college is substantially funded by
way to describe this place is with our name for the pro- alumni, so alumni are very important to us," O'Connor says.
These days, though, the alumni are pushing for some radgram. We call it the 'Deep Springs Experience.'"
ical changes at their alma mater. "A large
As a crucial part of the experience,
number of them would be very happy to
students spend about 20 hours a week
see us go co-educational." Maintaining
doing assigned duties on the ranch
financial stability could cost Deep
such as milking cows and pitching hay.
Springs its 77-year policy of not admitHancock, a Houston resident, is
ting women. "If not, our sources of
responsible for washing pots and pans.
funding may dwindle," O'Connor says.
On the rare occasion when there's free
"As an alumnus myself, I wish this coltime, he and his classmates hike and go
lege would have been co-ed in 1975, but
mountain climbing. The rest of the
I'm only one voice. This would be a
time, students delve into the liberalwonderful experience for both men and
studies curriculum that they help to
£ women."
devise.
3 The Board of Trustees will decide on
Hancock stays in touch with friends
£ the issue of co-education in May. If they
from high school who went on to more
| rule in favor, the first female class will be
traditional schools, and he says, "I
3> admitted in July. Now, O'Connor says
think the education is a lot more here.
Si opinion is divided on the issue. "The
I'm more satisfied with what I'm get5 grounds are really rocky among contribting."
>^: ■«•.•''
One way Deep Springs maintains
§ utors and the trustees, but the campus
3 will live on if and when this happens," he
fresh ideas is by frequent faculty
5 says. "When it happens, a new era will
turnover. The college president's term
begin."
U
is limited to three years and faculty Students work the ranch 20 hours a week.

En route to the Ivy League

Desert college recruits academic elite
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ow Impact
Adventures
Go ahead and party with
Mother Nature, but don't
trash her house
1 ■ Mli.n\ din is in. From nuk climbing to scuba div^J^aini;. cvcrybodj is rushing to join the latest extreme
■^V sport
but it might be more than the great out
■ V doors can handle.
According to environmentalists, if uninformed enthusits aren't careful, they can do serious damage to land and
ater.
For example, as rock climbing gains popularity, it also
Slurbs cliff-dwelling birds and animals, destroys ancient
»ck art, uproots plants and litters ledges with trash and
nnan waste. As a result, some national parks have already
aced restrictions on climbers. Joshua Tree National
lonument in Southern California, for one, has banned
e use of steel bolts to anchor ropes. Other parks are condcring rules such as keeping people off unexplored faces.
Because knobby-wheeled bikes stir up soil, mountain
king can contribute to erosion and disturb wildlife,
ccording to Mark Featherstonc, a senior and president of
it- mountain biking club at the U. of Utah, many trails are
ready trashed.
"We try and stick to well-worn trails to keep erosion
petty minimal," he says. "It really comes down to paying
tention to wilderness areas and not biking where you
low you're not supposed to."
Campers and hikers can also scar the environment by
ampling vegetation, scorching the earth with their campres and leaving behind human waste.
Even small decisions like wearing sunscreen can upset
le environment.
Chris Cantonis, a senior and president of the scuba club
the L . of Florida, says he has to explain the delicate bailee of coral reefs to novice divers.
"I have to tell them, 'Please don't wear sunscreen, please
on't step on the reefs or pick anything up,'" he says.
Even touching bottom stirs up sand that lands on the
[>ral and kills it."
Other water sports like boating and skiing
Iso affect wildlife, most notably manatees,
quatic animals that live in warm coastal

Some parks are putting restrictions on mountain climbers.

David Garcia, an environmental science major at Texas
A&M U., says, "We tell our [outdoors club] members to
'take only pictures, leave only footprints.'"
According to the U.S. Forest Service, wilderness visitation peaked at 15 million in 1984, and after a time of
decline, recent numbers seem to be increasing.
"You want people to experience wilderness to educate
and gain appreciation, but at the same time use is detrimental," says Chris Ibsen, William and Mary junior and
former Student Environmental Action Coalition president.
In an effort to get the word out to sports enthusiasts,
nonprofit groups like the Izaak Walton League of America
and Leave No Trace promote environmentally safe outdoor recreation through pamphlets and in-the-field training. Leave No Trace offers 10 principles tor sports enthusiasts:
*
■
■
*
■
*
■

Leave No Trace's Top 10 Suggestions
Plan ahead and prepare before you go
Concentrate impact in high-use areas
Spread use and impact in pristine areas
Avoid places where impact is just beginning
Minimize horse impact
Use campfires responsibly
Pack it in, pack it out
Properly dispose of what you cannot pack out
■ Be considerate of others
• Leave what you find

reas such as Florida. Michael Kenney, a
egional director for the National Wildlife
ederation who coordinates student outL-ach programs, says he's never seen a mantee that wasn't scarred by a boat's proeller. Manatees also entangle themselves
i fishing line.
"There have been some improvements
itelv with propeller guards and no-wake
ones," Kenney says. "And for the most
art sports enthusiasts have a greater appreciation for the environment. There are very
sw people who just don't get it."
Climbing can disturb local wildlife.
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"People are hungry for this information,"
says Leave No Trace outreach coordinator
Rich Brame. "Recreation and preservation
are not necessarily at odds with each other.
Education is the answer.'"
And Brame warns that destruction has its
price. "Where education tails, regulation
enters," he says. "The country is filled with
parks that have been closed due to overuse.
Sometimes it's just to allow recover)- time,
sometimes complete revegetation must be
done. It doesn't matter it you set aside all
™e land you want if you love it to death." U

By Jenny MacNair, The Flat Hat, College of William and Ma
H11994

He said the end
was at hand. He predicted that, in time,
the gap between hungry mouths and the
limits of agriculture
would result in mass
starvation.
The year was 1798.
the man was Thomas "Environmentalists
Maithus. and today routinely place the
there is more food than
ever before.
interests of people
Maithus was the first
below that of
in a long line of environmentalist doomsayers
lower creatures.
with a cloudy crystal
ball. More recently, in 1968. Paul Ehrlich predicted that we would run out of clean water by
the 1970s. Unembarrassed by this and other
failed prophesies, Ehrlich continues to proclaim
the apocalypse, which is still imminent unless
we mend our ecological ways.
No doubt most environmentalists are sincere
in their convictions. But they don't seem to
make good prophets. That is because environmentalists make the mistake of denying the
hierarchy of life. Environmentalists routinely
place the interests of people below those of
lower creatures. Witness the recent battle over
the spotted owl, when the Environmental
Protection Agency placed millions of acres off
limits to logging, putting the owls' livelihood
ahead of people's. Out on the fringe, some
environmental groups wreck construction sites
and put spikes in trees that injure loggers in
the service of "protecting the earth."
The simple truth is that some creatures are
higher than others. Plants are superior to inanimate matter, animals are superior to plants,
and humans are superior to animals. Rebellion
against this concept is a denial of reality.
We see the unique character of humanity all
around us, but we don't often take stock of it.
Unlike animals, humans do many things that
aren't related to eating or reproducing. Religion
and art, the summits of the human experience,
are totally unnecessary to physical survival or
producing offspring. We need to step back and
see ourselves in contrast to the universe. Why
do we do what we do? Who are we, anyway?
Merely discussing this point proves that
humans are radically different than animals.
For a human to ask, "What is man?" is not
unusual, but squirrels do not, as far as we
know, ask, "What is squirrel?" Lower creatures
do not ask why; they simply are.
With our intellect comes a certain amount of
control over our surroundings. Humanity has
the freedom to choose what it wishes to do
with the earth, and we must therefore choose
what is right.
How do we know what the "right" path is?
We can start by eliminating any philosophy
which rejects the hierarchy of life. Such a creed
cannot give us any useful answers, and cannot
guide us toward a better understanding of our
precious world. ■ Eric M. Johnson, The
Breeze, James Madison U.
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Congratulations! \bu Made It.
Now The Ran Starts:
Class of '94 Toyota Colic

Program.

No Down Payment. No Payment For 90 Days*.
Shifting from school to career means adopting
a whole new mind spt Words like dpppndahle and

finance rates.** Or choose our lease plan which
requires no security deposit. Either way, you'll

quality become part of daily conversation. Face it,

receive a one-year free roadside assistance plan

you've entered the real world. Reality, however.
does have its fun moments. Take the '94 Toyota

for added security. Even if you're graduating.

TOYOTA
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

within six months, you're still eligible. Just dial

C.elica, Paseo, Tercel or 4x4.

1-800-CONGRATS for the_c

Sporty. Stylish. Well-built. And

you waiting for?.

now available with Premier

Permission?
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@ TOYOTA
"J love what you do for me"
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The Whole Earth

It's Not Easy Being Green
Tip No. 1: DON'T BUY WHALE

w

HEN SO MANY PRODUCTS MAKE ENVIRONMENTAL CLAIMS, HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHICH ARE BOGUS AND WHICH ARE FOR REAL?
EXPERTS HOW STUDENTS SHOULD NAVIGATE THE SUPERMARKET AISLES, AND THEY HAD A FEW SUGGESTIONS:

WE

ASKED THE

THE EXPERTS
Laura Brown, managing director of Co-Op America, which publishes the National
Green Pages, a green business directory
Norman Dean, president of Green Seal, a national nonprofit environmental labeling
organization
Jim Dougherty, vice president and general counsel for Green Seal

Carl Frankel of Green MarketAlert, which publishes a newsletter on green
marketing
Amy Kostant, vice president of education and communications for Green Seal
Don Lotter, author of EartbScore: A Personal Environmental Audit and Guide
Marketing Intelligence Service, research firm

THE REAL THING

THE BUZZWORDS

"All consumer products have an impact on the environment." Green Seal's Kostant
says. "The trick is to identify and purchase those products that cause significantly less
damage lo the environment than others."

Recyclable. Ozone safe. Biodegradable. Environmentally friendly.
The number of new products bearing these types of labels has jumped from
2.8 percent in 1988 to 12.8 percent last year, according to Marketing Intelligence
Service.
But not all of these "green" products are living up to their labels. "Watch out
for general [environmental! claims." says Frankel of Green MarketAlert. "The
more abstract the claim, the less likely it is to be true."

RECYCLABLE
DON'T

Buy products or packaging that can't be recycled in your local community. "The term recyclable doesn't mean anything it you aren't able to
recycle the product,"
says Green Seal's Dean

RECYCLED
IF YOU'RE SMART YOU'LL
"Be skeptical of any unspecific claim regarding recycling."
says Dougherty. The portion of recycled content can vary.

Don't think
m
that paper
— marked
^ "recyclable"
is any
greener than the
rest, says Dougherty ot
Green Seal. "Any paper can
be recycled," he says.

GREEN, EARTH-FRIENDLY,
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

ESPECIALLY WITH...
Paper, because there's
a difference between
post-consumer and
pre-consumer waste.
Any company can
claim to use recycled
paper it they use scrap
material generated during manufacturing, but
only post-consumer
waste contains paper
collected from recycling programs.

ONLY FOOLS...
BIODEGRADABLE
Believe that any product is
beneficial to the environment.
Dean says. "No product is truly
environmentally friendly."

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
Call Green Seal (202) 331-7337, the Council on Economic
Priorities (800) 729-4237 or Co-Op America (202) 872-5307.
APRIL 1994

LOOK FOR
Water-saving
shower heads.
which save energy
and money, author
Lotter says. They
force air into the
water, maintaining
water pressure
while reducing
water consumption by up to 70
percent, according
to The Real Goods
News: A Journal
of Independent
Living. These are
available in hardware stores.

AND DON'T FORGET THE..
Compact fluorescent light
bulbs, which last 10 times longer
and use one-tourth the energy of
regular light bulbs, according to
Lotter. These are available in hardware stores.

AND FOR STANKY
SOAP SCUM...

I
Look lor mild/organic
cleansers to reduce the amount
of toxins in the water system.
Arm & Hammer Baking Soda.
Bon Ami Polishing Cleanser and
Citra-Solv Natural Citrus Solvent
are examples.

DON'T
Think everything marked biodegradable will
end up as part of the soil. "If it's going to end
up in a landfill, the claim is meaningless,"
says Dean. "Landfills are made to keep things
from degrading." To prevent leakage and runoff, landfills create an anaerobic environment
that inhibits degradation.

Alkaline
rechargeable
batteries. They have
no cadmium, which
creates a serious
toxic waste problem, Lotter says. These
batteries can be found in hardware
stores and some supermarkets

SO, HUSTLE ON UP
AND GRAB SOME...
Chlorine-free, post-consumer, recycled
paper, which helps reduce deforestation,
helps protect biodiversity (the natural variety of plant and animal species), produces
more oxygen in the atmosphere and
reduces the contamination of chlorine in
our water supply, according to Co-Op
America's Brown Earth Care Paper Co and
Ashdun Industries manufacture this paper

-L

00
Purchase items in glass
or aluminum packaging
rather than plastic
because community recycling programs are more
likely to accept these
items.

"Think about it," says
Dougherty "If someone
says com flakes are dolphin-safe, it doesn't really mean anything."
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Universities struggle to deal with athletes in trouble
As student-athletes move from the
sports page to the front page, the
headlines depict an alarming
trend of crime and scandal.
For example:
In January, sophomore Tyrone
Williams, a defensive back for the U. of
Nebraska football team, allegedly fired
several rounds at a car being driven by
another student.
Also in January, Robert Glanton, a
running back at Northwestern U., withdrew from school atter allegedly entering several women's rooms late at night,
watching and sometimes touching the
sleeping residents.
Auburn U., U. of Notre Dame,
UNLV and a host of other schools have
experienced lawlessness among student-athletes in recent years. Even at
Pennsylvania State L'., which traditionally has boasted a squeaky clean program, five football players were arrested on charges including felony theft
and selling cocaine in 1992. As a result,
schools are asking some difficult questions: Why are these athletes getting
into trouble, and what can be done
about it?

By Jason Wilde, Badger Herald, U. of Wisconsin
and Jake Hat sell. State Press, Arizona State U.

The reasons behind the headlines
I hose \\ ho supervise student-athletes
have struggled to find common factors
behind these crimes.
Arizona State U. has been searching
for answers since a nationally publicized
wave of scandals hit the campus in
1991-92. During a 14-month span, 19
student-athletes were named in criminal
complaints ranging from burglary to
aggravated assault. As a result, ASU
moved into the national spotlight of
athletic controversy, and university
President Lattie Coor responded byordering two studies to investigate the
situation. Both studies concluded that
the isolation of student-athletes was a
problem.
According to one of the studies: "If
we were to cite a single complaint concerning the lives of student-athletes,
particularly those in the major revenue
sports, it would be that these young
men and women are isolated from the
academic and social community."
Mike Sertich, hockey coach at the U.
of Minnesota, Duluth, says, "A lot of
kids want to go out and be part of the
mainstream, but because they are recognizable, they can't. Consequently, people may take advantage of them, pursue
them and push them a little bit. When
alcohol and egos get involved, trouble
starts brewing."
Sertich and others say the spotlight
burns brighter because athletes are public figures. But is it fair that they find
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"The system is somehow broken, and we have
got to fix it. And fix it we will."
themselves on page one every time they
get in trouble?
Not in the opinion of U. of
Wisconsin Athletic Director Pat
Richter, a former Washington Redskin.
"The athlete is not only given very little chance within the press to have the
whole story come out, but because of
the coverage, their case is much more
closely scrutinized," he says.
But most agree that whether the
attention is fair, it comes with the territory of being a public figure.
"Most athletes that are competing in
sports at NCAA institutions are role
models," says Kathryn Reith, director of
public information at the NCAA.
"Unfortunately there do seem to be,
from time to time, a few athletes that

don't [set a good example]. And because
they're athletes it probably will be on
page one. Whether it's the right thing
or a good thing or not, that is what's
going to happen. Athletes need to
understand that."
Fixing the system
The community responded to ASU's
situation with disgust. In one poll, 70
percent of those surveyed in the
Phoenix community had a negative view
of ASU as a result of the scandals. Even
Sports Illustrated berated the "bedeviled
Sun Devils."
"The system is somehow broken, and
we have got to fix it. And fix it we will."
ASU's Coor said during the crisis.
Coor ordered background checks on

all ASU athletes, appointed a team to
investigate unlawful acts related to ASU
athletics and called for a student-athlete
conduct code. Since the conduct code
was devised, no ASU athlete has been
linked to a major offense.
"I think [the code) helped... because
here's our set of rules, and we have to
follow by it, rather than the rules that
society says," says senior Toby Mills,
former starting center for ASL"s footjail team. "The rules we follow here are
tighter than society's."
Athletic Director Charles Harris says
he received requests for copies of ASU's
policy from between 40 and 50 schools,
including Auburn and Syracuse U.
Last fall, Syracuse also developed a
strict conduct code for athletes.
According to the campus paper. I he
Daily Orange, last year's arrest of a basketball player charged with vandalism
prompted Chancellor Kenneth Shaw to
call tor the new code, which is 33 pages
ong and reads in part, "You will be held
to a standard of ethical conduct and
lehavioral expectations which may well
exceed those of non-athletes."
In Shaw's opinion, the restrictions of
the new code are balanced out by the
perks it establishes, such as counseling
and development programs specially
designed tor student-athletes.
"As I see it, a good university doesn't
treat even body alike," Shaw says.
And at ASU, although things have
improved, Coor plans more changes.
One of the studies he ordered issues 27
recommendations, including recruiting
stronger students, monitoring their
progress more closely and pairing athetes with non-athlete roommates.
According to the NCAA's Reith, measures such as these aren't intended as
penalties, but as a way to integrate athletes into the student body by removing
unnecessarv privileges such as athletic
dorms, which will be phased out at all
NCAA schools by 1996.
"The philosophy of the NCAA is that
the athlete is an integral part of the student body," she says. "The athlete is a
student first and shouldn't be treated as
another being." One of the themes of
the next NCAA convention will be the
ethical conduct of student-athletes.
As universities look toward the future,
Coor says, "Those who study the natural phenomenon of the Earth note that
fires, as painful and damaging as they
are, are therapeutic to the longer-term
ecology of the area. I think we should
all learn from misfortune."
Sally Kuzemcbak, The
DailyCollegian, Pennsylvania State L'., and
Shaun Rachau, State Press, Arizona State
£/., contributed to this article.
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LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT JOB?
HELP EMPLOYERS FIND YOU!
GET YOUR RESUME ONLINE

S!rlj\A™
Student & Professional Advantage
NFORMATION

What Is SPA?

NETWORK

1 he Student & Professional Advantage Information Network is an online resume and position listing service that makes your resume available to
thousands of companies and organizations across the nation as a public service to Chamber of Commerce members.
The resume database is used by employers to identify qualified candidates for job openings. The position listings database gives you information
about job openings nationwide.

How Does SPA Work?
•
•
•
•

Your SPA Application becomes your online resume for one year from date of entry.
When you access the SPA national Position Listings Database and find a position you like, "flag it" and your SPA resume can be
downloaded by the listing employer.
Any employer who is a Chamber of Commerce member can search the SPA database 24 hours a day and can download the resumes of
students with the desired skills and background.
The databases are password protected.

What Does SPA Cost?
A $30 non-refundable administrative processing fee for annual membership.
Your SPA application is inputted into the database
A copy of your resume as it appears online will be sent to you with your SPA membership card.
SPA membership gives you access to the Position Listings Database.
Resumes are available online to employers who are members of Chambers of Commerce at no cost.
You can (and should) update your resume at no cost.

SPA Benefits
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Open to all students

EXPOSURE

Employers can find you; you can find them nationwide

EXACT

Computer matching of job opportunities and you

GET YOUR RESUME ONLINE NOW! JUST FILL OUT THIS APPLICATION (BOTH SIDES)

SPA Application Form
Employment desired: (check one)

U4/94

(May be Photocopied/Duplicated)
G Intern

G Full-time

G Consultation
G MR

NAME
Last

PERSONAL
INFORMATION:

(

PERMANENT ADDRESS.
City

Street

State

Zip

)

Phone (optional- see back)

G None

GEOGRAPHICAL WORK LOCATION PREFERENCE
City

Are you willing to work outside the U.S. ?: G Yes

G NO

State

U.S. Citizen? Q Yes

Q No

If you are an International student, are you eligible to work in the US on a full time basis?
EACH ACADEMIC
LEVEL COMPLETED:
(or expected date)

Q HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

School Name

Area of Specialization (check one)
□ COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE
Year Graduated 19

School Name
.G Major.

Zip.

Grade Point Average
. State.

G Minor.
_City

.Q Major.

G No
State_

City

School Name

Degree Received

G Yes

City

G Vocational G College Prep

Degree Received

□ COLLEGE GRADUATE STUDIES
Year Graduated 19

G MS

First

Grade Point Average
State

G Minor.

Zip.

Zip.

.Grade Point Average.

□ COLLEGE DOCTORATE
Year Graduated 19

School Name.

-City.

Degree Received.

OTHER DEGREES EARNED

.State.
□ Minor

_□ Mapr.

_^

-Zip.

. Grade Point Average

.Foreign Languages Spoken Fluently.

□ LIST BELOW YOUR MAJOR COURSE TITLES THAT BEST DESCRIBE YOUR SKILLS/SPECIALIZATION, (attach separate sheet if necessary)

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES:
(attach separate
sheet if necessary)

What.

Mo/Yr

Where (City)

-Mo/Yr

(State)

Position Held

(State)

Position Held

Awards (list)
Special Accomplishments (list).
Mo/Yr

What
Where (City)

-Mo/Yr

Awards (list).
Special Accomplishments (list).
JOBS HELD TO DATE:
(attach separate
sheet if necessary)

Company
Supervisor

Mo/Yr

-Mo/Yr

Mo/Yr

-Mo/Yr

Mo/Yr

-Mo/Yr

Position Held

Duties/Skills (list)
Special Accomplishments (list).
Company
Supervisor

Position Held

Duties/Skills (list)
Special Accomplishments (list).
Company
Position Held

Supervisor
Duties/Skills (list).
Special Accomplishments (list).
HONORS ACHIEVED:
(optional)

Honor(s)

Date(s).

Given by Whom.

OTHER INTERESTS and SKILLS:
FRATERNITY/SORORITY/CLUB:
PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS:

(Describe yourself — i.e. What do you do well? List key talents/attributes ).

MEMBERSHIP(s):
(optional)

1..
2.

REFERENCES:

Name.

Phone (_

Name.

Phone (_

Name.

. Phone (_

I affirm that the preceding information is accurate:
Signature of applicant*
Enclosed is:
O My completed SPA Application Form
d Check

/

Date
O (If used)

H Money Order

additional pages of information

□ Master Card

For Credit Cards, please provide the following information:
Credit Card No.
Print name on card

/

U4/94

3 $30 administrative processing fee: (Do not sent cash.)

O Visa
Exp. Date
Cardholder Signature

;

MAIL YOUR APPLICATION TO:
Student & Professional Advantage Information Network
P.O. Box 21208, Columbus Ohio 43221-0208
A copy of your online resume and your SPA membership card and password will be mailed to you within three weeks of receipt of your application by SPA.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Call (614) 791-7933 or write to SPA

'Student & Professional Advantage (SPA) is a division of LINC Associates, Inc. (LINC). The nature of the SPA database contemplates that all information in your
application (including telephone numbers is provided) will be made available to potential employers and oihers unaffiliatcd with SPA and LINC fot their own putposes.
While LINC assumes any liability for the ultimate use of infotmation contained in the application for any purpose, authorized or unauthorized, by persons who obtain
access to the SPA database. By signing your application, you expressly release SPA and UNC from all liability associated with the distribution of information IO persons
who obtain access to the SPA database.

A candid conversation with Nine Inch Nails
INSIDE: THE ALTERNATIVE GONE MAINSTREAM, THIS MONTH IN FILM, NEW RELEASES IN MUSIC

in film

on screen this month
typical perfect suburban family. What
the kiddies don't know, however, is
Mom (Turner) takes time out from
buying the groceries to become a serial
killer. (Don't mind the bloody knife in
your cereal bowl, junior.) Talk showhost Ricki Lake shares the screen as
Turner's boy-crazy daughter in this offbeat comedy. Just hope the kid doesn't
bring home any potential boyfriends
Mommy doesn't like.

House of the Spirits (Miramax)

Eric StoJtz and Mary-Louise Parker try to balance their careers and romance in Naked in Hew York.

Celebrity ensemble casts seem to be
the theme this month. Here are
some that might be worth a S5 tub
of popcorn:

Naked in New York (Fine Line)
Eric Stoltz stars as Jake Briggs in a
romantic coined}' about a recent college
gracl trying to have a career and a serious relationship. After graduation, Jake
finds himself in the enviable position ot
having his first play produced offBroadway. 1 lis aspiring career, however,
is causing his love lite to suffer, as Jake's
romantic interest Joanne (Mary-Louise
Parker) gets left behind in his search for
success. The film is based on the life of
director Dan Algrant, who was also cowriter of the movie. The cast includes
Ralph Macchio of Karate Kid fame,
Kathleen Turner and Tony Curtis.

The Paper (Universal)
The cast alone is enough to make big
news in this movie directed by Ron
Howard. Michael Keaton, Glenn Close,
Robert Duvall, Marisa Tomei and Randy

Quaid headline
in a flick about
a common day
in the life of
newspaper editor
Henry
Hackett (Keaton). Of course, a common
day includes dueling with his managing
editor (Close), dealing with his pregnant
wife (Tomei) and contending with a rival
newspaper that wants to hire him. Oh,
and did we mention he can free two
innocent young men charged with murder if he can expose a major scandal for
the morning edition? The Paper promises
to be an intriguing, if a bit overly glamorous, look at newspapers with cameos
by real-life journalists.

Serial Mom (Savoy)
This month
Kathleen Turner stars as the
heavy in yet
another dark
comedy. Director John Waters' script portrays the

on the set
■ Paramount is wrapping up Harrison Ford's Clear and
Present Danger, which was filmed in Los Angeles,
Washington. D.C. anc* Mexico. It has an all-stai cast
including Anne Archer, James Earl Jones ana Willem
Dafoe: look for this action-thriller this summer.
■ The highly anticipated Interview with the Vampire is
shooting internationally in Paris, London, New Orleans
and San Francisco. As we all know by now. Tom Cruise The fugitive goes CU this summer.
will star as the vampire Lestat in Warner Bros.' big-screen
version of Anne Rice's novel. Neil Jordan (The Crying Game) directs a hunky cast
including Antonio Banderas, Brad Pitt, Stephen Rea and Christian Slater.
■ Julia Roberts and Nick Nolle have teamed up for / Love Trouble, to be released this
summer by Touchstone. A film about two rival reporters working at a Chicago paper, /
Love Trouble is shooting in Chicago, Las Vegas, Los Angeles and Wisconsin.
■ Also in the works: Fox's It Happened in Paradise, slated for a year-end release. The
film stars Nicolas Cage, Jon Lovitz and Dana Carvey. And Universal's The Little
Rascals, scheduled for a summer release, is shooting in Los Angeles.
16 • V. Magazine

Every month
needs at least
one serious release. House of
the Spirits is
April's let'sget-reflective flick. Based on the bestselling novel written by Isabel Allende,
House of the Spirits follows the life of the
Trueba family from the sleepy 1920s to
the 1970s. The transition from flappers
to bell-bottoms is re-enacted by an allstar cast including Meryl Streep, Jeremy
Irons, Glenn Close, Winona Ryder,
Antonio Banderas and Vanessa
Redgrave. Bring the tissue box for this
one.

Jimmy Hollywood (Paramount)
Joe Pesci's
back as an out
of work actor
who — no joke
— starts a vigilante group to
combat Hollywood's rising crime. Hedoes Brando, he does Cagney, he takes
hoods hostage in his girlfriend's bathroom. Jimmy Holly-tvood also stars
Christian Slater as his hapless sidekick.
Slater plays William, a character the
actor describes as "out there." Does
Slater take any other type of role?
Word on the street is that Slater steals
the show.

Major League II (Warner Bros.)
As with all successful movies, a sequel
is born and the cast reunited for another
(they hope) financial jackpot. Rick
Vaughn (Charlie Sheen) has exchanged
his funked-out 'do tor Armani suits
while cleanup hitter Pedro Cerrano
(Dennis Haysbert) has trailed his
voodoo religion for Buddhism. Other
than the superficial changes, look for a
similar story line and goofy- hijinks that
made the first Major League somewhat
of a cult hit on college campuses.

Four Weddings and a Funeral (Gramercy)
In what may be the sleeper ot the
month, this romantic comedy centers
around a thirtysomething British bachelor, Charles (Hugh Grant), who finds
himself surrounded by women yet
unable to commit to any of them. Will
Charles finally settle down when he
meets American beauty Carrie (Andie
MacDowell)? He has to make it
through four weddings and a funeral,
hence the title, before he actually
decides. Directed by Mike Newell
(Enchanted April), Four Weddings follows
a recent succession of British films garnering critical acclaim.
Here
are
some
other
movies
you
might want to
check out this
month: Cops
and Robbersons, Chevy Chase's chance
to revive his career; Surviving the (uinn.
starring Ice-T; Holy Matrimony, starring
Patricia Arquette and directed by
Leonard Ximoy; Clifford, with Charles
Grodin and Martin Short; The Favor.
with Harleyjane Ko/.ak (Parenthood),
Elizabeth McGovern and Brad Pitt; and
Color of Sight, with Bruce Willis. ■
Danita Arbuckle, Ball State Daily
News, Ball State U.

video calendar
April releases
Fearless (Warner Bros.) 4/6 The Age of Innocence (Columbia/TriStar) 4/6: A
Bronx Tale (HBO/Savoy) 4/6: Malice (New Line) 4/13: Cool Runnings (Buena
Vista) 4/13; Carlito's Way (MCA/Universal) 4/13; The Saint of Fort Washington
(Warner Bros.) 4/20; Another Stakeout (Buena Vista) 4/20: Tout Le Matin du
Monde (Buena Vista) 4/20; Flesh and Bone (Paramount) 4/20: Mr. Jones
(Columbia/TriStar) 4/20; Ruby in Paradise (Republic) 4/20: Josh and S.A.M.
(Columbia/TriStar) 4/27; Ernest Rides Again (Monarch) 4/27

quotable
"In a lot of movies, you see relationships and people falling in love in slow
motion and everything's perfect But in this film... you see our characters
struggle and bicker and make mistakes."
-Eric Stoltz on Hiked in Hew York
AMU. 1994

JOE

PESGI
If vouwant
a degree
go to Harvard.
If you want
an education
goto
Simon Wilder.
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in music
U. COLLEGE RADIO CHART

SPONSORED BY

1.

Green Day, iAw/w( Reprise)

---- A'XlY"'

2.

Jawbox, For Your Own
-■--;, —^- 7.
Special Sweetheart (Atlantic) -^v.- .v. «„,y.4
'"(•,

3. Toti Amos, Under the Pink
(Atlantic)

'■• •

' °-

4. Alice In Qlim, Jar of Flies (Columbia)
5. Pavement, Crooked Ruin. Crooked Ruin
(Matador)

Komones,.Acid luiters (Radioactive)
(odeau Twins, /•'»/«■ Calendar Cafe
(Capitol)

\->-

'$F$&!2&i' ~ ' 8.
P.* -•»••*»••-

SONY

la

9.

Meal Puppets, Too High To Die

,i ,„,■„,
(London)

Shonen Knife, Rock Animals (Virgin)

10. Slowdive, Souvlaki (SBK)

Chid »>/(/i taiW on atlegt rwbi Mrpbn. Coutrihttwt rain (MfiMs: K\I.\. I". ot California, Berkeley; KCR, SJH Diego Sun- t.;
k(K\. ohm I . K\ \l'. I .,1 .Wins KR.NX. I nl Nebraska. Lincoln; KTRU, I of Houston; Kl SB. I of I ens; kit II.
I ..I ll.iu.ui. MaiHW kl (B. I' of Colorado; KL'O.VI. I nl Minnesota; kWVV I of Oregon; WSBF. Clemson I . \v"l 11.
I III.HU- I . \\ I Ik. I of! eimesec; Wl VI. Virginia I ech; IWl M. I . "I Miami

Key: •••••= CD • ••*= Cosset.e • ••=LP ••= Reel to Reel *=8-Track
Pavement
Prong

Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain
(Matador)
• •••
(.'rooked Rain, Crooked Rain is basically
vour average Pavement record, which is
sort of like saying
Hamlet is your average
Shakespeare piece.
With a sound that is frenzied and surprisingly catchy. Pavement moves through
styles as varied as jazz and country.
Pavement's strong suit is their ability
to walk that thin line between innovative rock and pretentious loud crap.
There are a few tracks that require
patience, like the messy "Hit the Plane
Down," but with near perfect tunes like
"Range Life," there are enough hooks
to make it all come together.
In the closing minutes of the album.
Pavement proclaims "Goodnight to
the Rock & Roll Era." Welcome to the
future. It's Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain:
too good for obscurity and too complicated for radio. Buy it anyway. ■ Eric
Geyer, The Daily Texan, U. of
Texas

tasM

Cleansing (Epic)
• •••
Power meets subtlety.
Anger meets
melody. With Cleansing, their third hilllength, major label
release. Prong musically transforms fullthrottle rage, ignoring mainstream
heavy-rift style. This power band layers
its crunchy, machine-gun-quick guitar
lines with understated samples via John
Bechdel and steady, smooth rhythm
lines courtesy of drummer Ted Parsons
and bassist Paul Raven.
The tracks "Broken Peace" and "Snap
Vour Fingers, Snap Your Neck" are
funkified grooves with intermittent
blasts of power. Few "hard" bands can
cross genres like Prong, from the forceful "Cut-Rate" to the droney, melodic
"No Question." Guitarist/vocalist
Tommy Victor changes vocal gears,
delivering rough growls alongside clean
vocals. Cleansing proves Prong dodges
mediocre thrash without sacrificing
force. ■ Aaron Cole, The Union,
California State U., Long Beach

in the studio
■ Veteran rocker Alice Cooper is taking his time with his latest
effort. After the lukewarm response to Hey Stoopid, he's undoubtedly learned that there's no such thing as being too careful.
■ After a successful union during last summer's WOMAD tour,
it's a pretty safe bet that Peter Gabriel will be showcasing his
talents somewhere on Sinead O'Conner's next effort, anticipated
in early 1995.
■ Just about the only Seattle band who's been quiet lately,
Queensryche is all hushed lips when it comes to their late summer release. We did learn that the follow-up to 1990s Empire is Mice Cooper
not expected to be a concept album.
■ The melodic fires of poetry and hip-hop are melding as Me Phi Me and Arrested
Development prepare their sophomore efforts for respective spring and fall releases.
■ Just when you thought you'd heard the last of "I Will Always Love You," Whitney
Houston is working on a greatest hits collection for an early fall unveiling. ■ Paul
Gargano, Marquette Tribune, Marquette U.
18 • l - Magazine

Soundgarden

Superunknown (A&M)
• •••^
In the Bible, when
Sampson's hair was
lopped off, he lost his
strength, thus ensuring his doom. With
Soundgarden's frontman Chris Cornell,
this action seems to have had the exact
opposite result.
Superunknown slams 15 tracks in a
powerful and diverse mix of pain, reconciliation and regret. Superunknown
reflects a group stretching past the limitations they had set for themselves, as
members' side projects have brought
new ideas and energy to a band stereotyped by grinding guitars and glassshattering vocals.
Though Superunknown is a band album,
it is the intensity of Cornell's vocals that
separates SG from copycats. On "Fell on
Black Days," Cornell cries out, "How
would I know that this could be my fate?"
Few vocalists can combine poetry and
rage with such conviction.
For anyone who has watched
Soundgarden's growth and transformation, the fate of Superunknown would have
been obvious. ■ Rantz Hoseley, The
Daily Evergreen, Washington State U.

Morrissey

Vauxhall and I (Sire/Reprise)
• •••
Pop drama connoisseur Morrissey
delivers his latest
batch of primal suffering with sheer
finesse. I 'auxhall and I
finds the ex-Smiths
vocalist in his usual somber mood, but
in this case the music matches the sentiment. And that's not such a bad thing.

on disc this month
This time around, Morrissey has
given in to the lush pop arrangements
that perfectly suit his voice - without
turning into some new age guru.
Producer Steve I.illvvvhite simply helps
to guide him down a more cohesive
path. This repackaged, all-embracing
Morrissey is even lyrically "coming out"
of his shell. "Spring-Heeled Jim"
weaves a tale of gay fatalism while "Billy
Build" touches on job discrimination
due to homophobia.
Is Morrissey ready to take his music
to the masses? It this album doesn't do
it for him, the only thing left would be a
Smiths reunion tour. ■ Rob Hooper,
University Times, California State L'.,
Los Angeles

Rollins Band
Weight (Imago)
• •••
"I hate press bios
with a ton of adjectives," Henry Rollins
writes in the press
release accompanying
his
new
album.
Weight. "All you need ™
is the facts. The rest is boring tiller."
With Weight, Rollins again proves
that music doesn't have to be gloss and
tiller, either. The addition of jazz bassist
Melvin Cibbs is the perfect complement to the thundering backdrop
behind Rollins' savagely honest lyrics helping make Weight the Rollins Band's
strongest album to date.
Don't let Rollins' mainstream attention
throw you, though. Yes, Weight is more
accessible than previous albums, but that
comes from playing more than 150
shows a year - not from compromise. In
his candid and unique way, Rollins delivers an aggressive, direct punch into the
societal pressures that he finds so shallow
and pointless. ■ Troy Fuss, State Press
Magazine, Arizona State U.

CDs on parade
Mora releases we didn't have room to review
Sister Machine Gun (Wax Trax) 3/15; Phish (Elektra) 3/29; Pink Floyd (Columbia)
3/29; Infectious Grooves (Epic) 4/1; Anthrax Live (Island) 4/5; Danielle Brisebois
(Epic) 4/5; G. Love (Epic) 4/5; Milla (EMI) 4/5; Stevie Nicks (Atlantic) 4/5; Aphex Twin
(Warner Bros/Sire) 4/12; Husker DO Live (Warner Bros.) 4/12; Primal Scream (Sire)
4/12; Stanford Prison Experiment (World Domination) 4/12; Swell (American) 4/12;
Jimmy Vaughan (Epic) 4/12; Nick Cave (Elektra) 4/15; Pato Banton Collection (IRS.)
4/19; The Dylans (Beggars Banquet) 4/19; Indigo Girls (Epic) 4/19; King Missile
(Atlantic) 4/19; M People (Epic) 4/19; Violent Femmes (Elektra) 4/22; David Byrne
(Luaka Bop) 4/26; The Pretenders (Sire) 4/26; Smithereens (RCA) 4/26; Randy Travis
(Warner Bros.) 4/26
■ ■

quotable

It's the same album you liked a year ago, but now it's popular, so it's
not cool anymore."

- Mm Inch Nails' Trent Reznor, on the curse of mainstream success
APRIL 1994
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Americans favorite team is back!
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America adopts the fringe, leaving us with...

NO ALTERNATIVE
By Glenn McDonald, The State News, Michigan State U.

rom James Dean to J Mascis, the weird and sullen ratty-looking kids
have always been cool. They're the loners, the hepcats — the outsiders. Sure, they have attitude and they dress great, but they don't
have many friends and grown-ups hate them.
So what in the hey is going on these days?
Supermodel Kate Moss in flannel and hoots?
Smashing Pumpkins and The Breeders in
Billboard s Top Ten? Films like Slacker in heavy-market rotation coast-to-coast?
It's 1994, and the outsiders are in.

think of it first.
And he has hit on a rapidly growing market. Tens of
thousands of 'zines are being published in America —
small, underground publications often designed on
personal computers and printed at the local copy center. In addition, innovations in electronic communications allow people from all over the world to exchange
information, via computer modem, at cvberspeed, and
people are finding they don't need to rely on traditional media sources.
"Mainstream media are appropriating and pillaging
youth culture — and giving nothing in return," says
R. Seth Friedman, publisher of Factsbeet ), an index
and guide to 'zines.
"More and more, though, alternative literature is...
becoming accessible. Places like Tower Records are
stocking 'zines now. Through computer technology,
'zines are looking slick and costing less."
David Moodie, a 1993 graduate of Syracuse U. and
editor of Might magazine, is also attempting to promote alternative media. His publication, recently
released through national distributors, is attempting
to find a middle ground between regional 'zines anil
full-bore mainstream rags.
Moodie anil his fellow editors, David Kggers ami
Marny Requa, want to ensure that their magazine and
others like it can maintain editorial integrity in the
ultra-slick world of mainstream pop culture magazines. "Details is a phone book," says Moodie. "Every
damn product you see in that thing has a phone number or address where vou can buy, buy, buy."

ter youth films of the last decade (Say
Anything, Singles), says this transition is
entirely natural in any form of entertainment.
"Pop culture just sweeps along and takes everything
with it," he says. "Granted, it will only enter the
mainstream if it's profitable, but that's the nature
of the mainstream.
Alternative culture is a phrase that, even 10
"Still, recently in film, real issue-oriented stuff is
years ago, hail little meaning. Yet in a Zen-like
more prevalent than in the '80s. There are more films
way, this essentially meaningless phrase has
about real people. Take Reality Bites. I liked it. It jokes
become the most fashionable marketing term of
about TV and music and pop culture. It's funny."
the day — a media-bite full of sound and furv,
In American literature as well, many authors
Thee point remains — even though I lubbell and his
signifying nothing. Like the ridiculous
were markedly "counterculture" in their origins.
partner
pa
are banking on it, and even though Details
Generation X tag, it's a term that presupposes some
"Allen Ginsberg is now a great American poet, instead
advertisers
are targeting it — there still seems to
ad
sort of common agenda which simply doesn't exist.
be no actual, cohesive, alternative culture.
of the filthy beatnik he was in the '50s," Nachbar says.
Put a San Diego surfer and a New York thrash"The term 'alternative,' in music at least, has lost all
Hell, even Thoreau was considered a spacey
significance," says Austin music critpunk in the same cafe and see if they get along.
granola nut while he was
ic and Rolling Stone writer Don
Don't let MTV play you — there is no^
alive.
^0*.*"* "*mm
McLeese. "Alternative is as much
Alternative Nation.
g packaging as content. It's become a
Still, if alternative culture has any real meaning, it's
ith media terms like
that it isn't mainstream. Or wasn't, at any rate.
£ demographic term.
alternative and GenThat's what alternatives are supposed to be all
eration X stumbling
5 "There's a local artist here in
5 Austin, Allahandro F.scovedo. He's
about.
about, you have to wonder
*°»es 8 Books. Cofl<*
<^
s
— how much of what comes
. great, and his music is certainly
So how do we cope with an (ostensibly) alternative
^ alternative to the mainstream, hut
band like Pearl Jam on the cover of hoary old Time
across on TV, radio and film is
« he will never be embraced as an
magazine?
accurate, and how much of
it is pre-chewed, marketable Brad Hubbell sells counterculture in his new store. "* alternative artist. He's 42; he's
Since distrust of power and authority is the
gospel of alternative, it's ironic that it's being cocatch-phrasing? Is the
Hispanic.
media simply reflecting popular opinion — or is it
"Alternative marketing is getting in the way of alteropted by Time Warner. But that's the way it's always
been, says Jack Nachbar, professor of popular culture
pacing it?
native music."
So what if we break down the word 'alternative' into
at Bowling Green State U. in Ohio.
"I think there's a little of both," says Brad
its component parts? What about the myriad fringe
"If an alternative culture is perceived as a
Hubbell, the 32-year-old co-owner of the
groups, sub-sects and pocket cliques? Cyber punks.
threat, the threat is neutralized by absorbing it
recently opened store Gen X, an "alternative
Retro-hippies. B-boys. Riot grrls. Even at this level,
into the mainstream," Nachbar says. "Jazz used to be
media" shop in East Lansing, Mich. Hubbell's store
there's no real viscosity. Jane Student is likely to go to a
'slumming music' until the young beatniks caught on.
sells comic books, 'zines and cult films like Blue Velvet
Dead show Friday, tell her e-mail pals alx>ut it Saturday,
Now it's high art. Rap was extremely underground
and She's Gotta Have It. "In the past few years, pubinitially — now it's in the Top Ten. So for Eddie
lic opinion has definitely moved towards the idea
and unwind with the new Beastie Boys CD Sunday.
And this isn't even considering historically disposVedder to be saying, 'Oh my God, I'm selling out'
that one view of something is not quite right," he
sessed groups — what about contemporary black cul— wake up. This is what happens."
says. "It doesn't have to come out of Hollywood to be
ture? What about gay culture, feminist culture? Do
Rob Creighton, a junior at Loyola U. of Chicago
a good film. It doesn't have to be a Time Warner
they fly under the alternative flag?
.md program director al VVLUW, says he doesn't ^^RS publication to be a good magazine.
How about fundamentalist Christians, for that mat'On the other hand, every time a generation
buy the idea that the mainstream is embracing alterter? They're certainly outsiders with the media anil curcomes up, the generation before has a tendency to
native culture. For Creighton, the changing styles in
rent administration. If you're really looking for an altermusic and fashion have less to do with alternative culwant to put a tag on it. Like with Generation X — it
native culture, why not try Nepalese Tantric Shavism?
ture than youth culture. It's a matter of growing up,
defines a certain age group, maybe, a certain experiThe cruel truth is, alternative and mainstream lost
ence in growing up, but that's it."
with all the inevitable compromises.
any son of meaning years ago — maybe when Kerouac
A hard-core cynic might point out
"For a while I ran around with a shave'
met Burroughs, maybe when Dylan met the Beades.
that, in that case, naming your store Gen
head and a nose ring," he says. "Now I'm
"It's almost on a personal level now," says Jamie
older, and I don't. As people, we're growing into the
X smacks more than a little of condescension and
DePolo, a 1993 graduate of Michigan State U. "Be
mainstream, and so is the music we listen to."
opportunism.
true to yourself, to what you believe in. I remember
Hubbell's perspective: "For us, Gen X is
Alternative, hazily defined as non-mainwhen I first heard The Clash on the radio. I ran right
just the name of the store — something to
stream, has become mainstream. It's like
out to get the album. That's alternative."
say hey, there are some different things
growing up to be your parents. It's icky.
Alternative culture is whatever you want it to be. It's
inside here."
And it's not just happening in music, although that's
your in-jokes with your roommates, your junior-high
Well, yeah... OK. Hubbell's a businessman — those
where the 'alternative' concept began. Cameron
poetry, your Uncle Hank's elephant jokes. Whatever. U
who dismiss him are probably just angry they didn't
Crowe, screenwriter and director of some of the bet-
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Your guide to the
immortally swanky:
Clumsy labels like mainstream and alternative will
be forever tossed around like snowballs, but there
are some things in this world that (according to
me) are objectively, abidingly and forever cool.
Conveniently, they're listed below. You might find it
ironic, after all this yammering, to provide such a
list But that's okay, because irony is cool, too.
Wraparound sunglasses: Lou Reed, the coolest
guy ever to grow old, wore them all the time when
he fronted The Velvet Underground, the coolest
band ever to die young. Instant hipness.
Aretha Franklin: The undisputed Queen of Soul,
Aretha has more cool in F sharp than most people
have in an octave.
Bugs Bunny: Especially in that one cartoon where
he outsmarted the hillbillies with a square dance
song. The smirk. The carrot. The true definition of
grace under pressure. Subversive, too.
The beatniks: These cats were all about cool, and
everything they touched turned hip. If it weren't
for the beats, every coffee-house philosopher you
know would be just another morbid-looking poet
with a bad goatee.
The Star Wars movies: Everything you ever wanted from escapist entertainment in two hours of
filmmaking genius. Bomb-out space battles, scary
villains, Harrison Ford and a dash of eastern mysticism.
Ayn Rand: Author of The Fountainhead and Atlas
Shrugged, this 20th century writer/philosopher
made it OK to be cold, calculating and selfish.
Plus, she inspired the first three Rush albums. All
right!
Nostalgia: In the last 10 years, '60s nostalgia has
given way to 70s revival to '80s retrospection. At
this rate, we'll be nostalgic about April by May.
The Good Old Days may not have always been
cool, but reminiscing about them is.
Japanimation: Who remembers Battle of the
Planets, the coolest weekday cartoon in history?
Thank the genius of Japanese animation for that
one, along with Akira. Bubblegum Crisis, Vampire
Hunters and Voltron. Go, Speed Racer, go!
Vaudeville: You'll never find a better example of
comic timing than an old Abbott and Costello routine. Vaudeville was cheap, easy entertainment
with no pretensions of art and what's more, it's
the origin of TV sketch comedy.
Guys named Eddie: Eddie Albert. Eddie Murphy,
Eddie Haskell, Eddie Munster, Eddie and the
Cruisers, Ed Norton and urn, Eddie Vedder.
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Surf Music: The Beach Boys, Jan and Dean, and
sometimes even The Cramps. Surf music drove
Annette and the kids wild at those midnight clam
bakes. "C'mon, gang! The waves are super!"
Premature Cynicism: This single phenomenon
has fueled everything from punk rock to the
Reagan Administration. It's a powerful tool —
choose your pose wisely. And remember: When in
doubt, pout. ■ Glenn McDonald, The State News,
Michigan State U.
II. Magaxlue • 21

in Poll Question
ihi

Look for the College Year in
Review photo section in f/.'s May

Issue — On campuses April 18

What's the defining show of our
generation - Baywatch,
B.H. 90210 or Saved by the Bell?

^v * (800) 6 U VIEWS ext. 65

PREVIOUS POLL RESULTS

Who's the most obnoxious
daytime talk show host?
l.Geraldo Rivera
2. Ricki Lake
3. Phil Donohue

4. Richard Bey
5. Sally Jesse Raphael

EMPLOYMENT
EARN SI.slid WEEKLY mailing our circulars!...
GUARANTEED!.- Money NEVES stops! Begin
NOW!... FREE packet! VILSA-S BOY -MKM). Cordova,
TN IKOIK -HHK)

CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,C00*/month working for Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary For more information
call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C3185

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Many earn $2,000t/mo. in
canneries or $3,000-$6,000»/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide room it
board k transportation. Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary! Male or Female.
For more information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext. A3871

TRAVEL ABROAD & WORK!
Make up to $2.000-$4,000« per month
teaching basic conversational English abroad.
Japan. Taiwan, and S. Korea.
Many
employers provide room k board t other
benefits. No teaching background or Asian
languages required! For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext, J3272

WORK IN PARADISE!
Summer positions available at Worldwide
destinations including Hawaii. Florida.
„ f _
the Rockies. Alaska. New England, etc
uritmlHl larn up I..S12.(Ml/hour * tips! Formore
SERVICES info call

1-800-807-5950 ext.R9852

"Mantel Williams. I Ic's very loud and doesn't
care what other people think." Janise
Dybalski, senior, Wayne State U.
"(ieraldo. Iransvestite nurses - need I say
more?" Larry Minton, sophomore, U. of
Tennessee
"Sally Jesse Raphael. The way she exploits the
legions of the lamebrained and the sexually
dysfunctional for money is sickening. The
entire lot ot them should he sterilized." Dinah
Imamba, graduate student, U. of Arkansas

J2604
Fntrepcneurs! Market hot new bandana/headband
lhat keeps you coo! in sports and hot weather. Low

cost, high profit! Call 1-800-272-3177.

CORRECTION: January/February's issue mistakenly identified one of the "Capture the Nike
Spirit Contest" winners. Timothy Dittmar is from Western Michigan U., not U. of Michigan.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

NANNY SERVICES

TRAVEL

F.NTTIl SIASI IC COt \SH ORS. Exclusive New

BF. A BOSTON NANNY Excellent salary, benefits,
airfare. Extensive nanny supjiort. Full year commitment I-H(I0-.UH-1K»6.

STCDY ABROAD in Southern France. Summer.
Semester, Year programs. Contact FA! *M C Street
NF. Washington. DC 70002.

NANNIES Best Agency. Best families in seaside
Connecticut. Top salaries, benefits, room, Uiard. airfare. Big Sister Network. Vearh positions. Care tor
Kids. I-X00-BF-A-NANI.

THE CHEAPEST WAY TO FLY!!! UP KIM)
OFF ON DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAI
COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS!! U I II I I i()l
HOW" SEND SS.''s TO TERRACORP I'D. BOX
«wi ALBUQUERQUE. N\l B7KW

England brother-sister camps. Sports, Aquatics,
HMMH Activities. Suite 6, 2 Spencer Place. Scarsdale,
NY 10583(914)725-4333.
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, on Long Lake. Naples.
Maine. Picturesque location, exceptional facilities.
Over MM) counselor positions in land sports, waterfront, outdoor skills, art/music/ilrama. secretarial. June
Jl thru August 21. Call: 212-988-8801.
NORTHERN WISCONSIN RESORT. Needs
wailstaft, kitchen stall, housekeepers. Salary,
room/hoard. BOYD'S, FIFIELD, WISCONSIN
s4524

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Place your resume <>n our national electronic database.
Send your resume with $20 to Resumes Online, lift
Central Avenue Albany, NY 12206 or call (518)465*294.
Are You Sending Out Resumes?
Include a Dossier and increase chances ot getting
interviewed. For sample send S3/SASE to Dossier,
PO Box W Forest Park, II. 601 U).

SUMMER HOUSING

Summer Housing
inNewYorkCityat
New York University
• Apartment-style and traditional
residences; single and double
occupancy
• Housing available May 22-August 13

READ BOOKS FOR FAY. Kirn SIOII/I itle. Freedetails. Rush SASE Box 14231 Gainesville, Fl.

Sand Dune skiing: CU Boulder students get some
practice at Great Sand Dunes Nat I. Monument.

mBBSMEMSMSSESE

EARN UP TO SI.000 WEEKLY Mailing Brochures.
Guaranteed? For information send Name & Address
to Group One, PO Box 276, Dayton. Ol 1 45409.

Cliff Twister: Gettin vert with the classic game,
these climbers make the most of rappelling.

For information,
call toll free
1-8O0-282-4NYU,
exL782

Summer

Nr»* tuV Unn«it> is a; Anum* xtxnttfol tflmtuniry mrtitLitMi

11. The National College Magazine
V. Classifieds reach 6.S million college students. I-'or further information or to place your
ad, call (310) 551-1381 ext. 60.

HEALTH SERVICES
CONDOM SAMPLES (oil.i. Send SASE w/$2,
(,l)\ POBo«4s(Kls St I ...ins, MO 63 14s

SOMEONE

really wants to hear from you
SEND A VOICE CARD!
and put "you" on the line
When you send a VOICE CARD
you're sending your special message
instantly over the telephone.
-Celebrate anv occasion
Birthday, Congratulations,
Graduation, 1 miss you.
-Main to choose Ironi —
sincere, humorous, just lor run.
-Then add your own personal
greetings, specify the date and
time.Voice Cards does the rest.
-You can have your VOICE CARD
delivered instantly no extra charge.
Delivered on the date you want.

1-800-707-1685
Just $9.95
All Major Credit Cards and personal checks accepted.

VOICE CARD GREETINGS

. ■ CLASSIFIEDS REACH 6 5 MILLION YOUNG ADULT CONSUMERS FOR INFORMATION. CALL (310) 551-1381
U does not accept classified ads tor teim pape< sales, editing services, rasaucl issistance services, research papers take I D kits or ads promoting cheating drugs (including drug-related publications and paraphernalia' pornographic materials and other products and services available
only to adults over the age ot 21 We reserve the right to retuse advertising that. In 'he opinion ol management is in poor taste or ludgment We reserve the right to edit ad copy lo eliminate language and/oi graphics deemed inappropriate tor this publication We also refuse, after investigation, advertising that is ambiguously or deceptively worded or portrayed so as to make the product or service unclear or open to misrepresentations U does not accept advertising tor organizations or activities that malign laces or religions is not accurate and truthful or is otherwise
determined unacceptable by management Acceptance ol classified ads does not constitute an endorsement, expiessed or implied, by U ol le products and services ottered Publisher is not liable tor errors in key numbers
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Reluctant Icon

ENTtRJAINMENl

By

With his
I
third
f
release,
Nine Inch
Nails'
Trent Reznor

discusses
commercial
success and
keeping his
ic pure
Trent Reznor sits in the corner of a
hotel bar and slowly sips an iced
tea. He seems at ease for someone
who is homeless at the moment.
"I think I've moved every six months
for the last 10 years," he says. His last
residence in Beverly Hills, the infamous
site of the Sharon Tate slayings, was
recently demolished by its owner.
"I have a certain degree of newfound
maturity," he continues, "and it makes
me desire some kind of permanence like
having a home. But now I'm faced with
getting on a tour bus for at least a year.
And as great as that can be, it's ultimately a rather shallow existence."
Shallow is not a term many people
would associate with Reznor or his
music, a project he calls Nine Inch
Nails (NIN). More of a solo venture
than a group effort, NIN enables
Reznor to vocalize the sense of displacement he feels in his own life. The result
is as disturbing as it is provocative.
"I've never written an outright happy
song," the 28-year-old admits. "If I did,
then I doubt it would fit into the context of a NIN record. And I don't really
feel inspired to write about happy s**t
anyway. When I'm happy, the last thing
I feel like doing is torturing myself with
my notebook in hand."
Reznor's anger and tortured-artist
image attracted a cult following after he
signed with TVT Records in 1988.
tfMLISM

When his debut album, Pretty Hate
Machine, was released the following
year, the popularity of NIN began to
rise so rapidly that Reznor says he
found it disconcerting.
"It was cool to see that record do well
on its own merit because MTV and
commercial radio didn't embrace it
until later," he says. "But at the same
time, it was really weird going from
being a fanzine level band to outselling
Jane's Addiction in merchandise sales at
Lollapalooza.
"The bigger the stakes, the more
uncomfortable and out of control it
starts to feel. It's cool to be the underdog, but when you start rising to the
top, there's more people ready to drag
you down any way they can."
Reznor is speaking of his relationship
with TVT Records and its owner, Steve
Gottlieb, who paid little attention to
NIN until sales from Pretty Hate
Machine began to skyrocket. A battle
ensued over rights to NIN's next album,
with Interscope Records finally stepping
in to release the 1992 EP Broken.
"It came down to a simple thing,"
Reznor says of the struggle that almost
ended his career. "What I'm most concerned about is that the record you get
in the store and the way you perceive
NIN is the way I want it to be perceived. I don't want it to be diluted by
some marketing plan that's completely

•, University Tones, California State U., Los Angeles

inappropriate and would make the
music impure."
His frustration with the music industry provides the prevailing theme on
Broken. The six-song collection, which
was recorded without TVT's knowledge, also showcases Reznor's newfound interest in making his music as
abrasive as possible. Less dance-based
than Pretty Hate Machine, the EP sounds
more like a guitar-oriented wall of
sound.
Ironically, Reznor received a Grammy
award last year for the track "Wish," an
honor he's quick to dismiss as meaningless.
"The best thing about it," he quips,
"was that it's the only song to ever win a
Grammy that says 'fist f**k' in the
lyrics."
Sarcasm aside, Reznor says he's come
to terms with his hatred of the musicindustry. Most of his energy for the past
two years has gone into making the
recently released 14-track opus The
Downward Spiral (Nothing/TV 17
Interscope). It's a project that he says
turned him into a workaholic.
"This album literally sucked the life
out of me," he says. "I found it a difficult process... because when I went into
the studio, I knew that I didn't want to
make Broken again. I saw that as a trap I
could easily fall into. When I write
music, not everything comes out really
hard and mean like those songs.
"On the same token, I didn't want to
go about making Pretty Hate Machine
over again. So I tried to experiment
with different forms of intensity rather
than just use loud guitars and
drums. Ten hard, fast songs
don't have nearly the
intensity of spacing the
different emotions
out along the
entire album."

While

"I was trying to explore some of the
paranoia I have as a sexually active person in the age of AIDS," he savs of
"Heresy."
"I guess I feel cheated for not growing
up in a more liberated era. At the same
time, what gets me mad is the way the
right wing has used the 'convenience' of
this epidemic in helping to promote
their own agenda."
Reznor admits the issues brought up
on the album may not exactlv be Top
40 radio material. "The first people who
heard it outside my immediate camp
thought the album was commercial suicide," he says. "I'm not doing music to
make millions of dollars, though. Every
record I've put out I thought was risky'
at the time.
"My main goal was to broaden the
scope of NIN a little bit. I'm tired of
trying to second-guess what other people are going to like. It may not be the
most obvious career move for me, but if
you give the album a chance, it may
produce something for you that you
didn't expect."
The most unexpected element of The
Downward Spiral is on the final track,
"Hurt." Although Reznor usually revels
in his nihilism, the song's ending conveys a surprising amount of optimism.
"I questioned whether or not to put
that on there," he says.
When reminded that the music overpowers the vocals so that his lyrics are
almost indecipherable, Reznor smiles.
"I do that sometimes," he says.
"When I'm scared, I just turn the vocals
down." U
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through 14 tracks that assai
the listener witjM
sonic extremities.
While his focus has
taken on a harder
edge, the new material has some acces1
sible moments.
"Closer" is sure to
be a dance hit with its
quirky electronic beats
and blasphemous chorus. "Hurt" offers layers of
circuitry that brilliantly compete with Reznor's wavering
vocals. Spiral is not easy
to digest. Reznor's hook
is that his intensity
lives up to his
ambition.
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Behavior This Responsible
Could Keep Your Parents Off Your
Back For Weeks. Or at the very least, until May 31. Because

MasterCa

until then, when you go shopping with
these College MasterValues" coupons and

5412 3H5b 1830
0000
SttS2/96
SANDY GLASER

MasterCard", you'll save as much as 40%,

instantly. So apply for MasterCard. And see what it's like to go a few
weeks without hearing the "Money Doesn't Grow On Trees" speech.
MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money!
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Travel in style and save money, too. Gel S5n oil
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Save 25% OffA Pair Of Prescription Glasses
FREE Pair of Shorn (A $23 Value)
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Hold on to the ipmd tmu-s and your money. too
Get S"'.. otfthe regular pnee ot procesung and
pnntini; color print tilin when you use vour
MasterCard'Card tall l^^733-rrfi86forthe
location nearesl \ou 1 unit one roll
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Save 38% On A Discount Travel Membership
Join in on the tun and the savings with a money-back
guarantee. For just $2''.'>5 The Carte Rovale discount
travel membership club brings sou jHS savings on
hotels and resorts worldwide, plus up to 50K off OH
cruiH^. and discounts on airfare To order, call
|^WMM7-3592 and mention code »MVC 2DI.
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